A Novel Liposomal Bupivacaine Formulation to Produce Ultralong-Acting Analgesia
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Background: Currently available local anesthetics have relatively brief durations of action. An ultralong-acting local anesthetic would benefit patients with acute and chronic pain. The authors prepared and characterized a novel liposomal bupivacaine formulation using remote loading of bupivacaine along an ammonium sulfate gradient and assessed its efficacy in humans.

Methods: A large multivesicular liposomal bupivacaine formulation was prepared by subjecting small unilamellar vesicles to successive freeze-and-thaw cycles. Bupivacaine hydrochloride was then remotely loaded into the liposomes along an ammonium sulfate gradient ([(NH₄)₂SO₄]_{intraliposome}/[(NH₄)₂SO₄]_{medium} > 1,000). The liposomes were then characterized for size distribution; drug-to-phospholipid ratio; in vitro release profile at 4°C, 21°C, and 37°C; sterility; and pyrogenicity. Six subjects each received six intradermal injections in the lower back with 0.5% of 0.5, 1.0, and 2% liposomal bupivacaine; 0.5% standard bupivacaine; saline; and “empty” liposomes. Duration of analgesia was assessed using pinprick testing of the skin directly over the injection sites. Results were compared using the log-rank test.

Results: The mean large multivesicular vesicle size was 2,439 ± 544 nm, with a drug-to-phospholipid ratio of 1.8, fivefold greater than results previously reported. In vitro release was slowest at 4°C. The median duration of analgesia with 0.5% standard bupivacaine was 1 h. The median durations of analgesia after 0.5, 1.0, and 2.0% liposomal bupivacaine were 19, 38, and 48 h, respectively. Neither saline nor “empty” liposomes produced analgesia.

Conclusions: This novel liposomal formulation had a favorable drug-to-phospholipid ratio and prolonged the duration of bupivacaine analgesia in a dose-dependent manner. If these results in healthy volunteers can be duplicated in the clinical setting, this formulation has the potential to significantly impact the management of pain.
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and then adding the drug to be encapsulated into the extraliposomal medium. Bupivacaine is an amphipathic weak base and therefore a good candidate for remote loading. Remote loading of bupivacaine has also been described, using a sodium citrate pH gradient, but the D/PL was only 0.26. Remote loading using an ammonium sulfate gradient has been successfully used for loading doxorubicin into liposomes.

The current study was designed to determine whether an ammonium sulfate gradient used with a novel large multivesicular vesicle (LMVV) would yield a liposomal bupivacaine formulation with a favorable D/PL and to assess its analgesic efficacy in humans.

**Materials and Methods**

**Preparation of Liposomes**

Large multivesicular vesicles were prepared by dissolving hydrogenated soy phosphatidylcholine (iodine value of 3.0; Lipoid, Ludwigshafen, Germany) and cholesterol (Solvay Pharmaceuticals, Veenendaal, The Netherlands) in tert-butanol (Fisher Scientific, Morris Plains, NJ) in a 2:1 mole ratio. The solution was lyophilized, and the dry lipid “cake” was hydrated with 250 mM (NH4)2SO4 (J.T. Baker, Phillipsburg, NJ) at 60°C to produce large multilamellar vesicles. The large multilamellar vesicles were then homogenized at 10,000–15,000 psi (Emulsiflex-C5; Avestin, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada) to produce small unilamellar vesicles. The small unilamellar vesicles were then subjected to 10 freeze-thaw cycles between liquid nitrogen and water at 37°C to form LMVV.

Bupivacaine HCl (Orgamol, Evionnaz, Switzerland) was remotely loaded into the preformed LMVV along an (NH4)2SO4 gradient as previously described for doxorubicin. To create a transmembrane ammonium sulfate gradient, the liposomes were formed in the presence of 250 mM (NH4)2SO4, which was then removed from the extraliposomal medium by dialysis against a 250-mM (NH4)2SO4 gradient. Note that the concentration of ammonium sulfate in the liposomes is 1,000-fold greater than concentration of liposomes in the extraliposomal medium. Unionized bupivacaine (BUP) crosses the liposomal membrane and is trapped inside.

**Liposome Characterization**

Bupivacaine concentration in liposomes was determined by high-performance liquid chromatography. For this, LMVVs were solubilized with 10 volumes of isopropanol, and aliquots were injected onto an 8 × 100-mm column (Radial-Pak 8NVCN, 4 μM; Waters, Milford, MA). A mobile phase of 25 mM acetonitrile:phosphate buffer (75:25) with a pH of 4.0 was used, and absorption was measured at a wavelength of 210 nm. The retention time of bupivacaine was approximately 4.7 min. Lipid concentration of the formulation was determined using the assay of Stewart. The D/PL for each formulation was calculated by dividing moles bupivacaine by moles hydrogenated soy phosphatidylcholine. Liposome size distribution was determined by photon correlation spectroscopy (N4 Plus; Coulter, Miami, FL). To determine in vitro release profiles, liposomes were stored at 4°C, 21°C, and 37°C. At predetermined timed intervals, an aliquot was obtained, centrifuged at 1,000g to separate liposomes with encapsulated drug from free drug in the extraliposomal medium. The supernatant was assayed for the concentration of free bupivacaine using high-performance liquid chromatography. The formulations were stored at 4°C while sterility and pyrogenicity testing were performed. Sterility was confirmed by lack of growth in aerobic and anaerobic media for 2 weeks. The limulus test was used to confirm that the product was free of pyrogens (Limulus Amoebocyte Lysate; Cape Cod, Inc., Falmouth, MA).

**Assessment of Analgesic Efficacy**

The study protocol for this first-time testing in humans was approved by the Helsinki Committee of Hadassah Hospital, Jerusalem, Israel, and the Israel Ministry of Health. Written informed consent was obtained from six healthy male volunteers. Intradermal injections were performed in the lower back of each subject with 0.5 ml...
of six study solutions: (1) 0.5% LMVV bupivacaine, (2) 1.0% LMVV bupivacaine, (3) 2.0% LMVV bupivacaine, (4) 0.5% standard bupivacaine, (5) normal saline, and (6) "empty" LMVV (without bupivacaine). Tuberculin syringes containing the agents to be tested were coded. The investigator performing the injections outlined the border of each site and labeled it with the corresponding syringe code using indelible ink.

The lower back was chosen so that the subject would be blinded to the injected formulation. The whitish appearance of the sites injected with liposomal formulations prevented complete blinding of the assessor, who could discern that saline or standard bupivacaine had not been injected. However, the assessor did not know which of the four LMVV formulations was injected at the site (0.5, 1.0, or 2.0% bupivacaine or "empty" liposomes).

Skin sensation directly over the injection sites was assessed with a 90-mm, 26-gauge pencil-point spinal needle (Polymedic; Temena S.A., Bondy, France) at predetermined intervals after injection. To standardize the methodology, all tests were performed by holding the needle at its hub and orienting it perpendicular to the skin surface. Pressure was applied until the needle shaft bowed slightly. For each test, the subject was instructed to rate the pinprick sensation perceived over the injection sites compared to that perceived at an adjacent noninjected site, and to report the sensation as none, less, or similar. Reports of none or less were taken to indicate analgesia, while a report of similar indicated complete regression of analgesia.

Pinprick sensation was tested every hour for 15 h. Testing was suspended for 6 h to allow the subjects to sleep and was then performed at hourly intervals until 37 h, when testing was suspended again for 9 h, for sleep. Testing was then resumed at 2-h intervals. For each injection site, testing was continued only until the subject reported the perceived sensation as similar for both injected and adjacent noninjected sites for two successive intervals. The log-rank test was used to compare the analgesic duration among the study solutions.

Subjects were asked to report any discomfort that may have occurred at the injection sites for 4 weeks after administration. A physician examined the injection sites on days 1, 2, 3, 4, 7, and 28.

Results

The mean size of the LMVVs was 2,439 ± 544 nm. The LMVV D/PL was 1.8. In vitro experiments showed the bupivacaine release from LMVV was temperature dependent, occurring at a greater rate with increasing temperature, as shown in figure 2. Sterility and pyrogenicity testing confirmed that the product was sterile and pyrogen-free. In volunteers, log-rank testing revealed that all LMVV formulations were significantly different from standard bupivacaine (P < 0.05). Furthermore, the prolonged analgesia produced by LMVV bupivacaine was dose related. Figure 3 illustrates the time course of the percent of subjects reporting analgesia. The median duration of analgesia after 0.5% standard bupivacaine was 1 h. The median durations of analgesia after 0.5, 1.0, and 2.0% liposomal bupivacaine were 19, 38, and 48 h, respectively.

All subjects tolerated the injections well and did not report any side effects. There was no erythema noted by the physician. However, in some subjects, the physician assessor was able to distinguish by palpation sites that were injected with liposomal preparations (irrespective of whether they were 2% LMVV, 1% LMVV, or "empty" liposomes), because they were slightly raised. In these subjects, this effect decreased with time, so that by day 28, there was no residual tenderness at the site or any other discernable evidence that an injection had been performed.

Discussion

We have described here a novel liposomal bupivacaine formulation that produced dose-dependent prolongation of local analgesia in human volunteers. Liposomes are lipid vesicles enclosing aqueous compartments into which a drug can be loaded and are ideally suited to
function as carrier vehicles, being biocompatible, biodegradable, and nonimmunogenic. Although no liposomal local anesthetic is yet available for clinical use, liposomal formulations of other pharmaceuticals, including antifungals and antineoplastics, are already marketed worldwide. Various liposomal local anesthetic formulations have been described by us and others. However, all of the previously described liposomal local anesthetic formulations have a relatively low D/PL, with the highest reported to date being 0.36. The novel LMVV formulation we used in this study had a D/PL of 1.8, an improvement of greater than or equal to fivefold over previously described formulations (0.10, 0.26, 0.36).

The D/PL is an important characteristic of any liposomal local anesthetic. Formulations with a low D/PL are impractical for clinical use because they necessitate administration of a large lipid load to achieve the desired analgesic effect. This precludes administration in conspicuous areas such as subcutaneous tissue, where a mass of lipid persisting at the site of injection would be noticeable long after the analgesic effect had dissipated. Therefore, achieving a high D/PL is of paramount importance in the development of a clinically useful liposomal bupivacaine formulation. The favorable D/PL in the formulation described here was achieved by a combination of two factors: (1) the remote loading technique, which concentrated the drug within the liposomes, and (2) the structure of the multivesicular liposomes, which possessed a large aqueous space into which the bupivacaine could be packed.

Remote loading has been used before to entrap bupivacaine into liposomes using a citrate gradient. In that study, the investigators adjusted the extraliposomal pH to 7.4, a pH at which bupivacaine HCl is poorly soluble. This may explain why a D/PL of only 0.26 was achieved. Although reducing the extraliposomal pH would improve bupivacaine solubility, it would weaken the citrate gradient and therefore compromise loading efficiency. To utilize the advantages of remote loading while maximizing extraliposomal bupivacaine concentration, we applied an ammonium sulfate gradient, a method that has been successfully used for loading doxorubicin and other amphipathic substances into liposomes. With this technique, extraliposomal pH is maintained at a range where bupivacaine HCl is highly soluble (pH 5.0–5.5).

The in vitro characterization results indicate the ammonium sulfate–loaded LMVV formulation described here, in addition to having a greatly improved D/PL, also demonstrated a favorable in vitro release profile. We postulated that this would translate into a slow but sufficient in vivo local release. Indeed, using a mouse model, we demonstrated a dose-dependent prolongation of local analgesia with this LMVV formulation. We found that for 0.5, 1, and 2% LMVV bupivacaine, after subcutaneous injection, the mean durations of analgesia in mice were 3, 6, and 26 h respectively, whereas 0.5% standard bupivacaine had a mean duration of 1.58 h. The human efficacy results reported here were qualitatively similar to the preclinical efficacy results in mice (fig. 4). Furthermore, the local kinetics of the formulation at the injection site in mice suggested that the explanation of the prolonged analgesia is retention of the LMVV at the site with slow but sufficient drug release.

In the current human study, discreet intradermal injection sites were used, and analgesia was assessed directly over each site. Results of a pilot study showed that repetitive testing with a standard hollow needle tended to puncture the epidermis. To avoid injury to the skin and iatrogenic hyperalgesia, we used a 26-gauge pencil-point spinal needle, permitting atraumatic repetitive testing. There was no potential for systemic bupivacaine toxicity in this study because each subject received a total of only 20 mg of drug.

The effective management of acute and chronic pain remains a challenge, in spite of the long-overdue recognition of this problem. Local anesthetic infiltration into wounds and around nerves innervating painful sites is a valuable but underutilized treatment option. Using local anesthetics would avoid the myriad of complications that may occur with systemic opioid administration, including respiratory depression, sedation, ileus, urinary retention, nausea, vomiting, and pruritus. However, because the duration of action of currently available local anesthetics is limited, they are not a practical option to manage pain lasting for more than a few hours. There is a compelling need for a safe and effective ultralong-acting local anesthetic.

Two approaches have been suggested to circumvent the problem of relatively limited duration of local anesthetic action. One is the continuous infusion of local anesthetic through an implanted catheter using an electronic or mechanical pump. The second approach involves encapsulation of local anesthetics within a large carrier vehicle, such as a liposome, designed to remain at the injection site and slowly release its contents.
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Because slow-release local anesthetic formulations are not yet commercially available, the only option available is local anesthetic infusion. However, infusions are not without their drawbacks. The pumps are bulky, and the catheter is a potential conduit for bacteria to gain access to the tissues. Liposomal formulations, if shown to be safe and effective, would have the benefit of convenience because a single administration would provide prolonged pain relief without the need for external hardware. Furthermore, when the procedure is completed, there would be no need to continuously violate the skin barrier to administer the medication.

The drug release profile is important for the efficacy of a liposomal local anesthetic formulation. The rate of release of drug from the liposomal vehicle must be sufficient to achieve local nerve block. However, if the drug is released too rapidly, analgesic duration will not be prolonged. Furthermore, a very rapid release may result in plasma concentrations that could produce systemic toxicity. The novel formulation evaluated in this study had a favorable release profile, as demonstrated by the prolongation of analgesia.

Although the data presented with this novel LMV formulation are very encouraging because we found that LMV bupivacaine was well tolerated and that it significantly prolonged the duration of analgesia compared to standard bupivacaine, there are a number of issues that must be resolved before the formulation can be introduced for clinical use. Stability of the formulation during prolonged storage, batch-to-batch variability in physicochemical characteristics, and adaptability of the method for upscaling for large batch sizes remain to be determined. The primary objective of the current study was to establish proof of concept regarding the efficacy of LMV bupivacaine in humans. The dose of LMV bupivacaine administered in this study was low—only 17.5 mg. Before the efficacy of LMV bupivacaine in various painful conditions can be evaluated, a study to determine its maximum tolerated dose in humans is necessary.

An ultralong-acting liposomal local anesthetic would be an ideal component of a multimodal analgesic approach. Multimodal analgesia, in which different classes of analgesics are used to inhibit distinct sites in the pain pathway, is increasingly recognized as an effective means of managing pain. Moreover, multimodal analgesia permits a reduction in dose of each analgesic component, thereby decreasing the incidence and severity of side effects. By directly inhibiting nerve conduction of painful stimuli, an ultralong-acting local anesthetic would complement systemic analgesics such as nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs and opioids.

In summary, the present results indicate that—unlike currently used local anesthetics, which are rapidly redistributed from the site of injection—a single administration of LMV bupivacaine provides a prolonged duration of analgesia. The novel LMV bupivacaine formulation described here possesses two characteristics that would favor its clinical use: A high drug-to-lipid ratio and a favorable release profile. Both are distinct advantages compared to previously described liposomal local anesthetics. The dose-related prolongation we observed suggests that the dose administered could be tailored to the patient’s need by manipulating the concentration of the encapsulated drug. However, much work remains to be done before this formulation can be approved for clinical use.
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